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The prespliceosome components SAP 49 and SAP 145 interact in a complex implicated in tethering U2 snRNP to the branch site

Patrick Champion-Arnaud and Robin Reed

Department of Cell Biology, Harvard Medical School, Boston, Massachusetts 02115 USA

The mammalian spliceosome-associated protein, SAP 49, is associated specifically with U2 snRNP and is the most efficiently UV cross-linked protein in the spliceosomal complexes A, B, and C. We show here that SAP 49 cross-links to a region in the pre-mRNA immediately upstream of the branchpoint sequence in the prespliceosomal complex A. In addition to the RNA-binding activity of SAP 49, we show that this protein interacts directly and highly specifically with another U2 snRNP-associated spliceosomal protein, SAP 145. We have isolated a cDNA-encoding SAP 49 and find that it contains two amino-terminal RNA-recognition motifs (RRMs), consistent with the observation that SAP 49 binds directly to pre-mRNA. The remainder of the protein is highly proline-glycine rich (39% proline and 17% glycine). Unexpectedly, the SAP 49-SAP 145 protein-protein interaction requires the amino-terminus of SAP 49 that contains the two RRMs. The observation that SAP 49 and SAP 145 interact directly with both U2 snRNP and the pre-mRNA suggests that this protein complex plays a role in tethering U2 snRNP to the branch site.
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Received

The sequential transesterification reactions that generate spliced pre-mRNA are thought to be carried out by an RNA-catalyzed mechanism, and U2, U5, and U6 small nuclear RNAs (snRNAs) are key spliceosomal RNAs involved in these reactions [for review, see Moore et al. 1993; Newman 1994]. U2 snRNA forms an essential base-pairing interaction with the branchpoint sequence (BPS) in the intron [Parker et al. 1987; Wu and Manley 1989; Zhuang and Weiner 1989]. U6 snRNA is thought to be base paired simultaneously to both the 5' splice site and U2 snRNA, this would position the putative catalytic domain of U6 snRNA near both the BPS and the 5' splice site [Madhani and Guthrie 1992; Sawal and Abelson 1992; Sawal and Shimura 1992; Wassarman and Steitz 1992; Lesser and Guthrie 1993; Sontheimer and Steitz 1993]. Finally, U5 snRNA interacts with exon sequences adjacent to both the 5' and 3' splice sites and may play roles both in specifying the cleavage sites at the splice junctions and in holding the exons together for ligation [Newman and Norman 1991, 1992; Wassarman and Steitz 1992; Wyatt et al. 1992; Cortes et al. 1993, Sontheimer and Steitz 1993].

Although a direct role for snRNA–pre-mRNA interactions in catalysis is likely, little is known about how each of these RNA–RNA interactions are first formed, or how they are stabilized sufficiently to carry out their functions. Two observations indicate that additional factors other than the snRNAs are needed to establish and maintain the critical base-pairing interactions. First, the U2, U5, and U6 snRNA–pre-mRNA interactions usually involve only a few nucleotides and therefore, would not be expected to form readily, or be stable, under splicing conditions. Second, in metazoa, the sequence elements in the pre-mRNA that participate in these interactions often deviate significantly from the consensus sequences. One consequence of this is that even fewer than normal snRNA–pre-mRNA base pairs are formed. Another consequence is that the specificity is further decreased, which obviously hinders recognition of the elements by snRNAs alone.

In mammals the BPS is highly degenerate. Thus, proteins are almost certainly vital for establishing and stabilizing U2 snRNA–BPS interactions. As yet, however, no spliceosomal proteins have been identified that interact directly with the BPS. A set of nine proteins interacts in an ATP-independent and reversible manner with 12S U2 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein particle (snRNP) to generate a 17S U2 snRNP particle that is active in splicing [Behrens et al. 1993a]. Purified A, B, and C spliceosomal complexes contain at least seven of these U2 snRNP proteins [spliceosome-associated proteins (SAPs)
A SAP 49–145 complex implicated in U2 snRNP binding

49, 61, 62, 114, 130, 145, and 155] (Gozani et al. 1994; Staknis and Reed 1994). Of these, all but SAP 130 can be UV cross-linked to pre-mRNA in purified A, B, and C complexes, and cross-linking requires the 3' but not the 5' splice site (Gozani et al. 1994; Staknis and Reed 1994). Three of the proteins U2 snRNP correspond to the essential splicing factor SF3a, whereas most, if not all, of the others are likely to correspond to the essential splicing activity SF3b (Brosi et al. 1993a, b; for review, see Hodges and Beggs 1994). The U2 snRNP-associated SAPs that cross-link to pre-mRNA have been proposed [Staknis and Reed 1994] to correspond to the so-called “branchpoint protection factor” identified in RNase protection studies [Black et al. 1985; Ruskin and Green, 1985]. This factor protects a 20- to 40-nucleotide region containing the branch site from RNase digestion during spliceosome assembly and catalytic step I of the splicing reaction [Black et al. 1985; Ruskin and Green, 1985].

In this study we demonstrate that SAP 49 UV cross-links to pre-mRNA immediately upstream of the branchpoint sequence in the prespliceosomal complex A. We also show that SAP 49 participates in direct protein–protein interactions with SAP 145. Thus, our data, together with previous observations, suggest that SAP 49 and SAP 145 interact in a U2 snRNP-associated complex that functions to tether U2 snRNP to the branch site. Isolation of a cDNA encoding SAP 49 shows that it contains two RNA-binding domains that are required for the SAP 145 interaction and are likely to be required for the pre-mRNA-binding activity.

Results

Isolation of a cDNA encoding SAP 49

SAP 49 UV cross-links efficiently to the pre-mRNA in the A, B, and C spliceosomal complexes, and thus, is likely to play an important role in the splicing reaction (Gozani et al. 1994; Staknis and Reed 1994). To further characterize SAP 49, we isolated a cDNA encoding this protein. In previous work peptide sequence information was obtained from individual spliceosomal proteins fractionated on two-dimensional gels [Bennett and Reed 1993]. The spliceosomal proteins were obtained using a two-step purification procedure in which spliceosomes are assembled on biotinylated pre-mRNA, fractionated by gel filtration, and then affinity-purified by binding to avidin agarose [Reed 1990; Bennett et al. 1992a]. Using this strategy, we obtained the sequences of two tryptic digestion products of SAP 49 [data not shown]. Degenerate oligonucleotides were then used as PCR primers to generate a partial cDNA from total HeLa cell mRNA. This partial cDNA was used as a probe to screen a cDNA library (see Materials and methods), and two positive clones were isolated. In vitro translation of these clones generated a product [IVT-SAP 49] that cofractionates precisely with native SAP 49 present in affinity-purified A3' complex [Fig. 1A]. Northern analysis of poly [A]+ RNA using the SAP 49 cDNA as a probe detects a single RNA of 2 kb [Fig. 1B].

The deduced amino acid sequence of the SAP 49 cDNA clone is shown in Figure 2. The initiator methionine was identified on the basis of the observations that a translation initiation consensus sequence is adjacent to the methionine (consensus: CACC, SAP 49: CGCC; Kozak 1986) and that IVT-SAP 49 comigrates precisely with native SAP 49 on two-dimensional gels (see Fig. 1A). The SAP 49 cDNA encodes a 424-amino-acid protein with a calculated molecular mass of 44 kD. Thus, SAP 49 fractionates anomalously by SDS-PAGE. SAP 49 has an estimated isoelectric point of 9.1. Two well-conserved RNA recognition motifs (RRMs) are present in the amino terminus of the protein [Fig. 2], and the remainder of the protein is highly proline and glycine rich (39% proline and 17% glycine). SAP 49 has no obvious sequence homology to any known proteins, except similarities to proteins containing proline-rich regions or RRMs.

Figure 1. In vitro translation of the SAP 49 cDNA and Northern analysis. (A) Purified A3' complex (A3' COMPLEX) or the in vitro translation product generated from the SAP 49 clone (IVT-SAP 49) was fractionated by two-dimensional gel electrophoresis. The silver-stained U2 snRNP-specific proteins [A', B', and SAPs 155, 145, 130, 114, 62, 61, and 49] and the snRNP core proteins B and B' are indicated in the A3' complex and SAP 49 is designated in the IVT-SAP 49 sample. The acidic end of the gel is on the left. (B) Northern analysis. Poly[A]+ RNA [10 µg] was isolated from HeLa cells, transferred to nitrocellulose, and probed with 33P-labeled DNA encoding SAP 49. The size of the mRNA was estimated from molecular mass markers [data not shown].
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Figure 2. Deduced amino acid sequence of SAP 49. The two RNA recognition motifs are in the shaded boxes [RRM 1 and RRM 2], and the highly conserved residues in these motifs are indicated in bold italics. The proline-glycine domain is boxed. The proline residues in this domain are indicated in bold and the glycine residues are underlined. The two tryptic peptides obtained from sequence analysis are YSEPFLWELFLOACPVVNT [amino acids 24-42] and QHQGYGFVEFLSEEDA [amino acids 52-67].

**SAP 49 interacts directly with SAP 145**

Previous work showed that SAP 61 and SAP 62 each interact directly and highly specifically with SAP 114 (Bennett and Reed 1993; Chiara et al. 1994). To determine whether SAP 49 also interacts directly with splicingosomal proteins, we carried out Farwestern analysis [Fig. 3]. $^{35}$S Met-labeled IVT-SAP 49 was used to probe a blot containing total HeLa nuclear extract and two-dimensional gel-separated A3' complex [Fig. 3A]. Significantly, IVT-SAP 49 detects a single high-molecular mass band in total nuclear extract [Fig. 3A; NE]. One band of the same molecular mass was also detected in the two-dimensional Farwestern of total A3' complex proteins [Fig. 3A; A3' complex]. Staining the two-dimensional blot with India ink revealed that this protein corresponds to SAP 145 (data not shown). We conclude that SAP 49 and SAP 145 interact with one another through protein–protein interactions. As observed previously with the SAP 61–SAP 114 and SAP 62–SAP 114 interactions, the SAP 49–SAP 145 interaction is highly specific and is readily detected on a blot containing only silver-stainable levels of protein.

To identify the region of SAP 49 involved in contacting SAP 145, we carried out Farwestern analyses using two mutants of SAP 49. The structures of these proteins are shown in Figure 3B, and the $^{35}$S-labeled proteins used as probes are shown in Figure 3C. SAP 49 ARRM lacks the two RRMs [amino acids 41–209], whereas SAP 49 APG lacks the proline-glycine domain [amino acids 210–424]. Significantly, we found that deletion of the proline–glycine domain has no effect on the SAP 49–SAP 145 interaction [Fig. 3D, APG]. In contrast, this interaction is abolished when the RRMs are deleted [Fig. 3D, ARRM].

Figure 3. Protein–protein interactions between SAP 49 and SAP 145. [A] Total A3' complex assembled on 1.5 μg Ad3' RNA was fractionated by two-dimensional gel electrophoresis, and total nuclear extract [10 μl] was fractionated on the second dimension of the same gel [6% SDS–polyacrylamide gel]. Proteins were transferred to nitrocellulose and probed with $^{35}$S Met-labeled IVT-SAP 49. The position of SAP 145 on the two-dimensional gel was identified by staining the blot with India ink [data not shown]. [B] Schematic diagram of SAP 49 and the deletion mutants used for Farwestern analysis. Positions of amino acids encompassing each deletion are indicated as well as the location of the RRMs. [C] $^{35}$S Met-labeled IVT-SAP 49, IVT-SAP 49 ΔRRM, and IVT-SAP 49 ΔPG fractionated on a 10% SDS gel. [D] Total nuclear extract [10 μl] was fractionated on an 9% SDS gel and transferred to nitrocellulose. Blots were probed with the proteins shown in C.
Involved in the SAP 49–SAP 145 interaction. Interestingly, although SAP 49 efficiently UV cross-links to pre-mRNA in spliceosomal complexes, we have not detected cross-linking to naked pre-mRNA or to naked U1 or U2 snRNAs (data not shown). Thus, these data indicate that SAP 49 must interact with other factors in the spliceosome to cross-link to pre-mRNA. Our data indicate that SAP 145 may be one such factor.

SAP 49 UV cross-links near the BPS in the A3’ complex

SAP 49 UV cross-links efficiently to pre-mRNA in affinity-purified spliceosomal complexes A, B, and C (Gozani et al. 1994; Staknis and Reed 1994). SAP 49 also UV cross-links in the A3’ complex, which assembles on an RNA containing the BPS and 3’ splice site, but lacking the 5’ splice site (Staknis and Reed 1994). We have used the A3’ complex to map the pre-mRNA cross-linking site of SAP 49. To achieve this it was first necessary to isolate, from the A3’ complex, SAP 49 alone cross-linked to intact Ad3’ RNA (see Fig. 6A below for Ad3’ RNA sequence). We were not able to use affinity-purified A3’ complex for this purpose because it is not possible to elute the A3’ complex from the avidin agarose under conditions that keep the biotinylated pre-mRNA intact. In an effort to circumvent this problem, we tried isolating the A3’ complex by gel filtration, UV cross-linking, and not affinity purifying the complex. Characterization of the gel filtration-isolated complexes is presented in Figure 4.

Our affinity purification procedure normally involves increasing the salt in the gel filtration fractions from 60 to 250 mM (Bennett et al. 1992a). This treatment does not affect the binding of the SAPs, but does result in dissociation of heterogenous nuclear ribonucleoproteins (hnRNPs) that are detected at variable levels in the spliceosomal complexes (see Materials and methods, Bennett et al. 1992a; Staknis and Reed 1994). A comparison of the cross-linking patterns of affinity-purified A3’ complex and gel filtration-isolated A3’ complex in either 250 or 60 mM salt shows that the cross-linking pattern is largely similar between the three types of complexes (Fig. 4, A–C). Consistent with previous work (Staknis and Reed 1994) SAPs 155, 145, 114, 62, 61, and 49 cross-link in affinity-purified A3’ complex (Fig. 4A). These proteins were identified on the basis of their comigration with the corresponding silver-stained proteins (Fig. 4, cf. A with D, Staknis and Reed 1994; note that SAP 145 migrates just below SAP 130 on a 6% gel). In the gel filtration-isolated complexes it is difficult to make correlations with the silver-stained SAPs because of the complexity of the pattern (Fig. 4E, F). However, from looking at a large number of two-dimensional gels, and from superimposing the cross-linking patterns of affinity-purified and gel filtration-purified complexes, we conclude that the same SAPs cross-link in complexes isolated by both methods. The high molecular weight SAPs can be seen more clearly in the darker exposures of the top portions of the gels (Fig. 4, bottom). The band indicated by the arrow is U2AF65. This protein fractionates differently in gel filtration versus affinity-purified complexes (see Fig. 4 legend).

Because of the technical problem that hnRNPs con-
taminate spliceosomal complexes to varying degrees (see Materials and methods), we chose to use gel filtration-purified A3' complex treated with 250 mM salt to map the SAP 49 cross-linking site. Under these conditions we found that it was possible to isolate reproducibly, from the A3' complex, SAP 49 alone cross-linked to premRNA. The strategy used for this is shown in Figure 5 using representative data from one of the experiments.

The A3' complex was assembled on 32P-labeled Ad3' RNA in a large-scale splicing reaction [2.4 ml], fractionated by gel filtration, and the indicated fractions were pooled. To minimize contamination with the H complex, we use a low level of Ad3' RNA for the assembly reaction because this results in a high A3' to H complex ratio. After raising the salt from 60 to 250 mM, the pooled fractions were irradiated with UV light. SDS was then added, the pooled fractions were acetone precipitated and fractionated on an SDS gel. As expected from the two-dimensional gel analysis (see Fig. 4B), we observe a prominent band (designated SAP 49–Ad3' RNA), in addition to a band containing naked Ad3' RNA. To eliminate the contaminating naked RNA from the SAP 49–Ad3' RNA band, we eluted this band and fractionated it on another SDS gel. The SAP 49–Ad3' RNA band eluted from this gel lacks any contaminating free Ad3' RNA (see below).

Previous work showed that, because of the presence of the cross-linked RNase A digestion product, cross-linked SAP 49 fractionates just above native SAP 49 present in the prespliceosome (e.g., see Fig. 4A,D; Staknis and Reed 1994). Consistent with this, we find that RNase A treatment of the eluted SAP 49–Ad3' RNA band generates a protein that fractionates just above native SAP 49 on an SDS gel [Fig. 5; the SAP 49 marker was IVT-SAP 49 that cofractionates with native SAP 49 present in the spliceosome [see Fig. 1]]. We note that two-dimensional gel analysis shows that there are no other major cross-linked proteins of the molecular size of SAP 49 [e.g., Fig. 4B; Staknis and Reed 1994].

To determine whether the Ad3' RNA in the eluted SAP 49–Ad3' RNA band was intact, we treated the band with proteinase [Fig. 6B, lane +] and fractionated it on a denaturing gel. This analysis revealed that the RNA was intact as it largely comigrates with the 125 nucleotide naked Ad3' RNA [Fig. 6B, lane N]. The portion of the Ad3' RNA [Fig. 6B, lane +] that is shifted above the naked Ad3' RNA [Fig. 6B, lane N] is attributable to incomplete proteinase digestion. When the SAP 49–Ad3' RNA band is not treated at all with proteinase, the complex remains in the well of the denaturing gel [Fig. 6B, lane −].

Representative data from oligonucleotide-directed RNase H cleavage of the SAP 49–Ad3' RNA band are shown in Figure 6C. The oligonucleotides used for the analysis are shown in Figure 6A. For each oligonucleotide, we digested naked Ad3' RNA [N] and cross-linked SAP 49–Ad3' RNA treated [+] or not [−] with proteinase. Digestion of naked Ad3' RNA with oligonucleotide C generates 63- and 45-nucleotide bands [Fig. 6C, oligo C, lane N]. In contrast, digestion of SAP 49–Ad3' RNA

![Figure 5. Isolation of SAP 49 UV cross-linked to Ad3' pre-mRNA. The A3' complex was isolated by gel filtration, the indicated fractions were pooled, raised to 250 mM salt and UV irradiated. The pooled fractions were then acetone precipitated and run on a 6% SDS gel. SAP 49 cross-linked to Ad3' RNA [SAP 49–Ad3' RNA] was eluted from the gel, acetone precipitated, and fractionated on another 6% SDS gel. The SAP 49–Ad3' RNA was then eluted from the second gel and acetone precipitated. The eluted SAP 49–Ad3' RNA was treated with RNase A and fractionated on a 9% SDS gel next to IVT-SAP 49 or used for RNase H mapping with or without treatment with proteinase K [PK] (see Fig. 6).](genesdev.cshlp.org)
with oligonucleotide C generates the 45-nucleotide band, but the 63 nucleotide band is either shifted (proteinase-treated sample, Fig. 6C, oligo C, lane +) or detected in the well of the gel (proteinase-untreated sample, Fig. 6C, oligo C, lane -). Similarly, with oligonucleotide D, naked RNA is cleaved to generate 45- and 72-nucleotide bands, whereas SAP 49–Ad3' RNA generates the 45-nucleotide band but the 72-nucleotide band is either shifted (proteinase-treated sample, Fig. 6C, oligo D, lane +) or detected in the well of the gel (proteinase-untreated sample, Fig. 6C, oligo D, lane -). These data indicate that SAP 49 does not cross-link in exon 2.

Digestion of naked Ad3' RNA with oligonucleotide A generates 17- and 91-nucleotide products [Fig. 6C, oligo A, lane N]. With SAP 49–Ad3' RNA, the 17-nucleotide product is detected, whereas the 91-nucleotide product is either shifted or present in the well of the gel when treated or untreated with proteinase, respectively [Fig. 6C, oligo A, lanes +, -]. In other experiments, in which the proteinase treatment is less complete, the shift of the 91-nucleotide band is more apparent (data not shown). These data indicate that SAP 49 does not cross-link in exon 2.

Of SAP 49–Ad3' RNA generates the 17- and 45-nucleotide products, but the 38-nucleotide product is shifted in the proteinase-treated sample or present in the well of the gel without the proteinase treatment. These data indicate that SAP 49 is present on the 38-nucleotide fragment between oligonucleotides A and D.

To localize the site of SAP 49 cross-linking more precisely we used oligonucleotides B and E (see Fig. 6A). In addition, we tested oligonucleotides to sequences between E and C, but found that these were not useful because naked Ad3' RNA could not be digested completely with them (data not shown). With oligonucleotides B and E, digestion of SAP 49–Ad3' RNA did not yield results as clear as those obtained with oligonucleotides A, C, and D. We believe that this may be because SAP 49 cross-links to the binding sites of these oligonucleotides [see below]. In addition, it is possible that SAP 49 cross-links to more than one site in the vicinity of these oligonucleotides. The observation that SAP 49 contains two RNA recognition motifs supports the notion that SAP 49 may have two cross-linking sites. In any case, digestion of SAP 49–Ad3' RNA with oligonucleotide B generates a 27-nucleotide band that comigrates with the naked RNA digestion product, whereas the 85-nucleotide band is shifted [Fig. 6C, oligo B, lanes N, +].
Using oligonucleotide E to digest SAP 49-Ad3’ RNA, the 41-nucleotide band shifts and the 71-nucleotide band does not.

When SAP 49-Ad3’ RNA was digested with oligonucleotides B or E in the absence of proteinase treatment, we could not identify clearly which of the two RNase digestion products for each oligonucleotide was detected in the well of the gel. An example of this is shown with oligonucleotide E (Fig. 6C, oligo E, cf. lanes N, +, −). A band is detected in the well of the gel, but both the 71- and 41-nucleotide products are present at about equal levels in the gel. One interpretation of this result is that SAP 49 cross-links to sequences with which the oligonucleotide hybridizes; thus, neither of the two digestion products are detected in the well of the gel.

Summarizing these data, we have obtained evidence that SAP 49 cross-links to a 29-nucleotide region between oligonucleotides A and C [indicated by bracket in Fig. 6A]. Within this region, the data are less clear, but suggest the possibility that SAP 49 cross-links to two sites, one in the region of oligonucleotide B and the other in the region of oligonucleotide E (indicated by the Xs in the SAP 49 schematic in Fig. 6A). This region is located immediately upstream of the branch site.

Discussion

A great deal of previous work has shown that the branch-point sequence plays an essential role in the splicing reaction in both yeast (Doming et al. 1984; Langford et al. 1984; Rodriguez et al. 1984) and mammals (Rautmann and Breathnach 1985; Reed and Maniatis 1985; Ruskin et al. 1985; Hornig et al. 1986; Reed and Maniatis 1988; Zhuang et al. 1989). The BPS forms a duplex with a region at the 5’ end of U2 snRNA, and this interaction is required for splicing [Parker et al. 1987; Wu and Manley 1989; Zhuang and Weiner 1989]. The U2–BPS duplex appears to be established at or near the time that U2 snRNP first binds stably to the pre-mRNA to form the prespliceosomal complex A [Wassarman and Steitz 1992; Sawa and Shimura 1992; Sontheimer and Steitz 1993]. One of the key functions of the duplex is thought to be bulging the branch-site adenosine that carries out the nucleophilic attack on the 5’ splice site [Query et al. 1994]. The duplex has been proposed to persist at the time of catalytic step I [Query et al. 1994], which is consistent with cross-linking data [Sawa and Shimura 1992; Wassarman and Steitz 1992; Sontheimer and Steitz 1993].

In addition to the role in specifying the nucleophile, the U2–BPS duplex is thought to be involved in the initial recognition of the BPS by the specific base-pairing interaction. However, it is highly unlikely that U2 snRNA alone is responsible for recognizing and maintaining the U2–BPS duplex, primarily because the duplex is so short. For this reason, it is clear that other factors are involved in mediating U2 snRNA–BPS interactions. In this study we have identified a factor, SAP 49, that binds directly to the pre-mRNA near the BPS. Significantly, this interaction is first established at the time that the U2–BPS duplex forms, in the A complex. Further paralleling the U2–BPS duplex interactions, SAP 49 cross-linking is maintained in the B complex and persists through catalytic step I [Gozani et al. 1994; Staknis and Reed 1994]. Further studies are required, however, to rule out the possibility that the site of SAP 49 cross-linking changes after A complex assembly. In any case, previous work showed that SAP 49 interacts specifically with U2 snRNP [Staknis and Reed 1994], and our data show that SAP 49 interacts by protein–protein interactions with another U2 snRNP-associated protein, SAP 145. These observations, together with the data discussed below, suggest that SAP 49 and SAP 145 form a complex that plays a role in tethering U2 snRNP to the branch site.

Biochemical studies of U2 snRNP and of the two essential splicing activitites, SF3a and SF3b, indicate that at least two other proteins [SAP 130 and SAP 155] associate with the SAP 49–SAP 145 complex. The sequential binding of the essential splicing factors SF3b and SF3a converts U2 snRNP from an inactive 12S particle to a 17S particle functional in the splicing reaction [Behrens et al. 1993a,b]. SAPs 61, 62, and 114 correspond to the U2 snRNPs that comprise SF3a, whereas SAPs 49, 130, 145, and 155 correspond to the U2 snRNPs thought to be components of SF3b [U2 snRNP93, 120, 150, and 160, respectively; SAPs corresponding to U2 snRNP96 and U2 snRNP92 have not been identified, Staknis and Reed 1994; see Hodges and Beggs 1994]. Thus, SAP 130 and SAP 155 are likely to associate with SAP 145 and SAP 49 in a heteromultimer. All three subunits of SF3a also UV cross-link to the pre-mRNA and thus may mediate direct U2 snRNP–BPS interactions as well. The RNA–protein and protein–protein interactions of these proteins are depicted in Figure 7.

Specific protein–protein interactions occur between SAP 61 and SAP 114 [Bennett and Reed 1993] and between SAP 62 and SAP 114 [Chiara et al. 1994]. As indicated in Figure 7, the amino terminus of SAP 61 is required for the SAP 114 interaction [Chiara et al. 1994]. The carboxy-terminal half of SAP 62, which is highly proline rich and contains 22 heptapeptide repeats of a proline-rich sequence, is not required for the SAP 114 interaction, but no further mapping of the interaction domain has been done [M. Bennett and R. Reed, unpubl.]. Both SAP 61 and SAP 62 contain zinc finger-like motifs that may be involved in the pre-mRNA binding [Bennett and Reed 1993; Chiara et al. 1994]. In this study we found that SAP 49 interacts directly with SAP 145. The amino terminus of SAP 49 containing two RNA-binding domains (RRMs) is required for this interaction. A role for RRM in protein–protein interactions has been suggested previously for the U1 snRNP-specific protein A [Nagai et al. 1990] and for the alternative splicing factor, transformer 2 [Amrein et al. 1994]. On the basis of studies of these and other proteins containing RRM [Query et al. 1989; Scherly et al. 1989], it is likely that the SAP 49 RRM are also involved in the pre-mRNA-binding activity. Similar to SAP 62, the carboxy-terminal half of SAP 49 is highly proline rich. As the proline-rich do-
protein interactions between SAP 62 and SAP 114 and have been detected in 17S U2 snRNP (Behrens et al. 1993a). The protein interactions depicted. In addition to the seven 17S U2 snRNP-specific proteomes are not required for the respective strong protein–protein interactions between SAP 62 and SAP 114 and between SAP 49 and SAP 145, it is possible that these domains are involved in other protein–protein interactions within the spliceosomal complexes, such as association of SF3a and SF3b or association with other spliceosomal components such as U2AF or U6 snRNP [see below]. As indicated in Figure 7, SAP 155 cross-links to the pre-mRNA, whereas SAP 130 does not [Staknis and Reed 1994]. We have not yet detected protein–protein interactions with these proteins.

The 17S U2 snRNP-specific proteins are thought to associate with the 5' end of U2 snRNA [see Fig. 7; Behrens et al. 1993a]. This portion of U2 snRNA forms the duplex with the BPS. Thus, one or more of the SAPs that cross-link may be involved in the formation or stabilization of the U2–BPS duplex. Immediately upstream on U2 snRNA is a region that participates in a base-pairing interaction with U6 snRNA [essential in yeast; Madhani and Guthrie 1992]. Thus, in addition to mediating binding of U2 snRNP to the BPS, the 17S U2 snRNP proteins may be involved in U2–U6 snRNP interactions.

Our data indicate that, as proposed previously [Staknis and Reed 1994], SAP 49 is a component of the U2 snRNP-associated branchpoint protection factor that protects a 30- to 40-nucleotide region surrounding the BPS from RNase digestion. The branchpoint protection factor, similar to SAP 49, interacts with the pre-mRNA and binds to the 5' end of U2 snRNA through catalytic step I [Black et al. 1985; Ruskin and Green 1985; Ruskin et al. 1988; Zamore and Green 1989]. The other 17S U2 snRNP-specific SAPs that cross-link are also likely to be components of the branchpoint protection factor. Consistent with a role for these proteins in mediating U2 snRNP branch-site interactions, we find that a mutation of the BPS that blocks A complex assembly also blocks UV cross-linking of the U2 snRNP-associated SAPs (P. Champion-Arnaud, O. Gozani, and R. Reed, in prep.). It is unlikely, however, that we have detected all of the proteins that interact with the branch site throughout the splicing reaction. For example, our study would not detect proteins that interact transiently with the branch site. An example of such a factor in yeast is PPF16, an RNA-dependent ATPase required for catalytic step II and thought to be involved in a branch-site proofreading mechanism [Schwer and Guthrie 1991, 1992; Burgess and Guthrie 1993]. In addition to 17S U2 snRNP [125 U2 snRNP, SF3a, and SF3b], assembly of the A complex requires U2AF, SF1, U1 snRNP, and SR proteins [Kramer 1988, 1992, Zamore and Green 1989; Barabino et al. 1990; Fu and Maniatis 1990; Kainer et al. 1990; Kramer and Utans 1991; Brosi et al. 1993a]. Assembly of the B and C complexes involves the binding of U4, U5, and U6 snRNAs together with a large number of proteins [Konarska and Sharp 1987, Bennett et al. 1992a, Gozani et al. 1994]. As spliceosomal complexes are highly dynamic particles, some of these factors may interact with the branch site during the course of the reaction. However, the observation that the 17S U2 snRNP-specific SAPs cross-link to the pre-mRNA when U2 snRNA first interacts with the branch site and then remain bound in a cross-linkable manner through catalytic step I suggest that these proteins are key factors involved in tetherying U2 snRNP to the pre-mRNA.

Materials and methods

Isolation of SAP 49 cDNA, in vitro translation, and Northern analysis

Prespliceosomes were isolated in large scale, fractionated on preparative two-dimensional gels, and peptide sequence was obtained from two trypsin digestion products of SAP 49 [Bennett and Reed 1993]. Degenerate PCR primers were used to generate a probe encoding the SAP 49 peptide QHQGYGFVEFLSEEDA by amplification of total HeLa cell mRNA. The DNA probe encoding the peptide was then kinase and used to screen an HeLa XAP cDNA library. Two positive clones encoding full-length SAP 49 cDNAs were isolated. In vitro translation of the SAP 49 cDNA was carried out using the reticulocyte lysate system from Promega. For Northern analysis, total poly(A)+ RNA was isolated, transferred to nitrocellulose, and probed with 32P-labeled SAP 49 cDNA using standard procedures [Sambrook et al. 1989]. Splicing reactions, affinity purifi-
Protein–protein interactions

For Farwestern analysis, the A3' complex (assembled on 1.5 μg Ad3' pre-mRNA) was fractionated by two-dimensional gel electrophoresis and total nuclear extract (10 μl) was fractionated on the second dimension of the same gel or on separate SDS gels as indicated. Proteins were transferred to nitrocellulose and probed with 35S-labeled in vitro-translated SAP 49, SAP 49, or SAP 145 APG. The blots were blocked and probed according to the methods of Zhang et al. (1992). The SAP 49 mutants were obtained by deleting the appropriate sequence in the SAP 49 cDNA. To identify SAP 145 on the two-dimensional blot, the nitrocellulose filter was stained with India ink as described in Sambrook et al. (1989).

Mapping the SAP 49 cross-linking site

Ad3' RNA was synthesized in transcription reactions [100 μl] containing 50 μCi 32P-ATP, CTP, GTP, and UTP (3000 Ci/m mole), and 100 μmol cold ATP, CTP, GTP, and UTP. The A3' complex assembled on Ad3' RNA (2.4-ml reaction, containing 2.4 μg Ad3' RNA and 30% nuclear extract, incubated at 30°C for 30 min) was isolated by gel filtration and the salt was either raised to 250 mM or kept at 60 mM as indicated. Isolated complexes were irradiated at 254 nm with a Sylvania light for 5 min on ice at a distance of 5.5 cm from the light source (Staknis and Reed 1994). After irradiation, SDS was added to the gel filtration-isolated complexes to a final concentration of 2%, and they were acetone precipitated as described (Bennett et al. 1992b). After irradiation, the RNase digestion products were fractionated on 12% denaturing polyacrylamide gels.
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Note added in proof

The SAP 49 sequence data have been deposited to GenBank under accession number L35013.
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